
 

     CINDERELLA is a First Quarter 2018 LVCA dvd donation to the Hugh 

Stouppe Memorial Library of the Heritage United Methodist Church of 

Ligonier, Pennsylvania. What follows is Kino Ken’s review of that live 

action feature film from Disney. 

 

4 of a possible 20 points                                              * of a possible ***** 

 

United Kingdom   2015   color   105 minutes   live action feature 

fantasy   Allison Shearman Productions / Beagle Pup Films /  

Genre Films / Walt Disney Pictures   Producers: David Barron, 

Simon Kinberg, Allison Shearmur 

 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates a juvenile performer 

Points: 

0          Direction: Kenneth Branagh 

0          Editing: Martin Walsh, Matthew Tucker 



1          Cinematography: Harris Zambarloukos 

            Model Unit Director of Photography: Nigel Stone 

            Visual Effects Director of Photography: Robert Bock  

            Still Photography: Jonathan Olley, Giles Keyte 

1          Lighting: Julian White (gaffer), Ian Allard, Chris Archmet, 

                             Sebastien Beaulieu, Thomas Bourdis, Kate Choi,        

                             Maxime Cosseau, Dan Lowe, Jason Martin, 

                             Lenka Zuckova, Thomas Stölzle, Joseph Ibrahim, 

                             Simon Lecavalier, Francois Couette, Caine Dickinson, 

                             Guillaume Goudreault, Olivier Nadeau 

            Special Visual Effects: Lucile Abiven, Simon Bennett Leyh,  

                                                      David Bemi, Wayne Brinton, 

                                                      Huseyin Caner, Joe Carhart,  

                                                      Carlos Chacin, Jung-Yoon Choi, 

                                                      Richard Clegg, Kristen Drewski, 

                                                      François Demoulin, Clwyd Edwards, 

                                                      Charles Henley, Térez Koncz, 

                                                      Patrick Ledda, Richard Little, 

                                                      Gemma Office, Cara Payne, 

                                                      Laetita Seguin, Barbara López Saenz 

            Animatics Supervision: Alice Dupré 

            Animation Leads: Adrien Annesley, Yvon Jardel, 

                                             Debaprasad Bhowmik 

0          Screenplay/Written by: Chris Weitz, based on the fairy tale by 

                                                    Charles Perrault  

             Music Editing: Christopher Benstead (Supervisor), Peter Clarke, 

                                        Rael Jones 

             Music Recording: Fiona Cruikshank, Jake Jackson 

0           Music: Patrick Doyle     Orchestrations: James Shearman 

             Choreography: Rob Ashford     Sword Choreography: Terry King 



2           Production Design: Dante Ferretti* 

             Art Direction Supervision: Gary Freeman, Leslie Tomkins, 

                                                             Ashley Winter, Virgine Bourdin 

             Set Design: Daniela Giovannoni, Elizabeth Loach 

             Set Decoration: Francesca Lo Schiavo 

             Set Dressing: Jacqueline Crockett, James Crockett,  

                                      Joshua Crockett, Matt Hancock,  

                                      Richard Magennis, Norah McKeogh 

             Props: David Balfour (Master), Gary Merrington (Props Design), 

                          Rebecca Todd (Props Making) 

             Scenic Art: Nigel Hughes, Steve Mitchell 

             Costume Design: Sandy Powell* 

             Makeup: Naomi Donne (Designer), Norma Webb (Key),  

                               Andrea Finch (2nd Unit Makeup), Jose Mora-Perez 

                               (Special Makeup Effects) 

0           Sound  

             Sound Editing Supervision: James Mather 

             Sound Effects: Peter Burgis, Samir Foco, Jed Loughran,  

                                        Joe Morley, Tom Sayers, Jason Swanscott, 

                                        Simon Trundle 

             Dialogue Editing: Simon Chase, Rob Killick 

             Sound Mixing: Andrew Caller, Rolf Martens, Paul Paragon 

                                        (2nd Unit), Timothy Siddall, Stuart Wilson 

             Casting: Lucy Bevan, Ruth Key 

0           Acting 

0           Creativity 

4 total points 

 

Cast: Lily James (Cinderella), Richard Madden (Prince Charming), 

Cate Blanchett (Stepmother), Helena Bonham Carter  



(Fairy Godmother), Nonso Anozie (Captain), Stellan Skarsgard 

(Grand Duke), Sophie McShera (Drisella), Holliday Grainger 

(Anastasia), Derek Jacobi (King), Ben Chaplin (Ella’s Father), 

Hayley Atwell (Ella’s Mother), Rob Brydon (Master Phineus), 

Jana Perez (Princess Chelina of Zaragosa), Alex Macqueen 

(Royal Crier), Tom Edden (Lizard Footman), Gareth Mason 

(Goose Coachman), Paul Hunter (Farmer), Eloise Webb (j) 

(10-year-old Ella), Mimi Ndiweni, Laura Elsworthy, Ella Smith 

(Slipper Ladies), Matthew Steer (Halberdier), Gerald Horan 

(Lord Veneering), Katie West (Cook), Daniel Tuite (Gardener), 

Anjana Vasan (Maid), Stuart Neal (Stable Boy), Tomiwa Edun 

(Trooper), Richard McCabe (Baron), Joseph Kloska 

(Royal Crier’s Assistant), Leila Wong (Princess Mei Mei), 

Monique Geraghty (Princess Sasia of Arabia), Finesse Fonseka 

(Princess Supriya of India), Laurie Calvert (Chief Guard Cassius), 

Elma Alminas (Princess Valentina), Michael Senn (King’s Doctor), 

Josh O’Connor (Ballroom Palace Guard), others 

 

     Disney’s migration from emphasis on animation to stress on live 

action reboots here results in a disappointingly bland motion picture, 

one lacking the charm, contrasting personalities, and witty banter of 

its 1950 original. Gone are delightfully melodic and memorable tunes, 

distinctive characters of Gus and Jac, and the absent-minded 

busybody of a Fairy Godmother who seems more than a little rusty at 

her vocation. Retained are sickeningly cute birds, anonymous 

chittering mice, and a plethora of visual special effects better reserved 

for epic fantasy drama, such as The Lord of the Rings. 

     The timeworn plot, left unaltered by this screenplay, involves a 

hopelessly deceived usurping stepfamily and an orphan left to its 

tender, loving care. Recycling Cosette’s dilemma from Les Miserables, 



when the child is reduced to general servant for the merciless 

Thenardiers, Disney’s Cinderella is an unpaid housemaid, expected to 

be on call throughout the day whenever any of three sadistically-

inclined tormentors choose to demand her services. This particular 

embodiment of Cinderella rarely visits the ashes from which she 

receives her nickname. She maintains, until a fashion attack scene 

preceding the ball, an admirably spotless wardrobe of presumably 

homemade attire. Always uncomplaining, a trait traced by scripters to 

a perfectly smug mother, the girl grows into adolescence in best 

lackey tradition, singing away troubles to sympathetic animals. Those 

creatures are markedly unaffected by her melancholy resignation, 

inducing viewers to follow the same path.  

     The orphan must ever be kind, like mama advised, even when such 

behavior is an open invitation to persistent psychological abuse.  

Being politically correct as always, stepsisters and revoltingly double-

faced step-parent refrain from exercising physical violence against 

domestic help, perhaps fearing a roving reporter might identify them 

as child abusers. This Cinderella is a victim solely of sarcasm.  

     Her dream life consists of getting a trip to the royals’ Grand Ball, 

where she can dance away her cares and show off Mama’s carefully 

preserved finery. Meeting a charming prince or, indeed, any male 

smitten by her radiant beauty would be a thrillingly unexpected 

bonus. 

     When the three trolls of her household impede anticipated journey 

to Palace Wonderful, assigning extra home tasks and doing a 

demolition job on Ella’s couture, their heart-broken victim retreats 

into self-pity. That rebuff is nothing a gallop on her own horse, 

apparently left at the adolescent’s beck-and-call by guardian 

oversight, cannot ameliorate. Still, it is totally unfair. Everyone else 

gets a night of waltzing at the King’s expense. Ella’s stuck with 



drudgery honors at hearthside, raking cinders and completing similar 

home maintenance tasks, all for only room and board.  

     Keep in mind her self-proclaimed betters do provide food to eat, a 

bed for sleeping, and clothes of satisfactory fit for their servant. 

     Just when despair is about to win out over hope, along comes 

assistance from a magical godmother sent from beyond the grave at 

Mama’s behest, no doubt. Breathing much-needed comical life into an 

otherwise relentless record of oppression, this one-time rescuer 

arrives with sufficient charm to bumblingly conjure regal coach, 

servants, driver, and team, transforming accessible wildlife into a 

small cadre of volunteer assistants. These newly minted entities, 

regardless of subjective preferences, cooperate with Godmother to 

fulfill Cinderella’s fondest wish. Their own inclinations don’t matter.  

     To the ball – and make it snappy. Though Cinderella abstains from 

such direct address, Fairy Godmother has no such reservations. She’s 

just as domineering and selfish as denigrating stepmother. 

     Cinderella arrives at her destination late, unannounced, and 

flustered. An alert guard would never grant this kind of unescorted 

nobody admission to the grounds, unless in receipt of compensating 

bribe. But that’s not how the fairy tale unfolds. So Miss Dream-Come-

True makes a grand entrance, immediately hypnotizing the Prince.  

     Gone in a flash are that young man’s cavils and resistance to 

wedding pressures from Dad. He has eyes only for the mysterious 

newcomer. Even though she’s about as exotic and sensual as a glass of 

water. Ignoring everyone else, Prince and Pretender trip the light 

fantastic until the first stroke of midnight reminds a suddenly 

distraught visitor her time of delight is up.  

     Reality beckons as the clock ticks. Cinderella dashes frantically 

downhill, losing a fiendishly uncomfortable glass slipper in the 

process. How very lucky of her. 



     Gaining possession of that unique abandoned footwear, the Prince 

knows he must return it posthaste to the owner. But Cinderella has 

mutated into tatterdemalion form, no longer recognizable to titled 

aristocrats. Her animal helpers similarly abruptly slough noble status. 

     With the Prince back down in the dumps, his entire kingdom must 

be searched hastily to disclose the whereabouts and identity of that 

mysterious young woman who has so completely cast a spell over 

him. The glass slipper can serve as bait. Only one female foot in the 

entire kingdom might wear it. Or so it seems. 

     Stretching reality even further, all affairs of state get postponed 

indefinitely while the hunt for Lady Runaway is diligently pursued. 

     For some odd reason, Cinderella’s stepsisters fancy themselves 

likely candidates for ownership of unpaired footwear. Sizing trials 

transpire in unlikely places with absurd consequences, not least 

laughable being those at Cinderella’s own residence. With Miss Ella 

herself considered by the home guard beneath consideration as 

potential princess material, she is confined a la Rapunzel to tower 

lookout duty. An irrepressible singing voice saves reluctant prisoner 

from total neglect, leading to freedom and wedding bliss with  

thoroughly devoted, if rather dense, Prince Charming.  

     Thus insuring future continuity of regal privilege while 

simultaneously squashing prospects for democratic revolution.    

     Conniving stepmother and a highly placed confederate within the 

palace walls get deserved comeuppance. All ends well for the orphan, 

who’s found an even more attractive patron than Annie’s Daddy 

Warbucks. 

     Lending a veneer of credibility to this foolish tale are superbly 

majestic palace sets and an appropriately grandiose manor Cinderella 

ultimately exchanges for palatial perks, defying L. Frank Baum’s 

Dorothy to do half so well in Emerald City. Costumes are colorfully 



shimmering, true to eighteenth-century simplicity of line and 

ornamentation, with embellishments reflective of nature rather than 

warring against it.   

     Minus verbal poetry, lacking also striking visuals to offset that 

deficiency, CINDERELLA plods along, mousy chatter making incoherent 

squealing to camouflage inane prescribed dialogue. Too many hands 

manage sound recording and inept mixing results in unwittingly 

garbled speeches with stretches of lost or barely audible words. 

     Even less appealing are characters hamstrung by requirements of 

predictable plotting and an overworked pattern of cloying sweetness 

repeatedly answered by snide rejoinders. There’s no sense of real evil 

or malice afoot.  

     Instead selfish dimwits attempt private enrichment by 

prevarication, intimidation, and intermingling with upper crust 

benefactors. Jeopardized inheritances are their stock-in-trade, 

magnets for planned mischief. 

     An otherwise gifted Lily James, so triumphantly credible in 

DARKEST HOUR, is unable to find any key to make Cinderella even 

remotely interesting. Transfixing she’s not, neither for the Prince nor 

screeners of the movie.  

     On the other hand, Richard Madden’s Prince Charming doesn’t 

seem worth the bother of wooing. So perhaps Miss James simply is 

making a valid point by treating him with a measure of aloofness, or 

at least uninvolvement. The slipper is more worthy of admiration, 

despite cinematography throwing an unlikely lead duo together with 

obdurate frequency in the plot’s second half.  

     Derek Jacobi’s dying king wanders into the picture as if from an 

unrelated drama in an outlying neighborhood, albeit his presence is 

germane to the tale. However, it’s too heavily foregrounded, casting a 

pall over what should be a transparently rapturous romance. Lose a 



father, get a wife. Is that what this picture is all about? If not, then 

papa should be swept into the background where he properly 

belongs. 

     For all their prominence on screen, Cinderella’s acquired familial 

baggage and Prince Charming share overindulgence in shallow, 

stereotypical behaviors. These are story people having no existence 

off the page, no counterparts in the real world. Making them 

harmlessly irrelevant. If only Cate Blanchett’s Stepmother would have 

thrown a first-rate tantrum or tossed a silver tray at her stepchild!             

     Such revelation of evil lurking beneath frigid surface, though badly 

needed here, never puts in an appearance. Even Lucifer the cat smirks 

and struts, disdaining to openly lunge for tantalizing prey. All is too 

polite, too clean, too inoffensive.  

     Compare the satirical Czech film, TRI ORISKY PRO POPELKU  

(THREE WISHES FOR CINDERELLA), where an egalitarian-minded 

heroine puts her courter to the test, reversing customary roles with 

lively intelligence, youthful zest, and a determination to manage her 

own life.    

     Borrowing a page from WONDER, CINDERELLA’s screenplay 

hammers away repeatedly at the notion kindness and smiles solve all 

manner of problems and evils.  

     By themselves, they may only add fuel to the fire. What the movie 

teaches here not only misguides children, but even reinforces a 

dangerous docility in the face of ostracism, incivility, and negligence.   

     Rated PG for no discernible reason, the movie is acceptable pablum 

for children willing to try anything out once, no matter how 

uninspiring. Adults may approve its sentiments but likely will react 

negatively to inordinate slowness of pace and unnatural compression 

of emotional range. 



     Two bonus features on this dvd release are a four-minute pseudo-

documentary puff piece about animal partners used in filming and 

eight minutes of a theatrical short about Anna’s birthday titled 

FROZEN FEVER, destined, hopefully, to permanent deep freeze in a 

polar warehouse. It’s yet another offshoot of Disney’s feature 

animation travesty based extremely loosely on Hans Christian 

Andersen’s Snow Queen. Like Olaf’s Frozen Adventure, this short is 

best benignly retired.    

 

 


